Practical Course

PCT Formalities
[Advanced]
Goal-oriented Guide to the Formal Requirements
Topics
Formalities actions contributing to:
† Reducing ﬁling defects,
reducing administration during national phases

For administrators
and legal assistants

† Fixing problems during search, unusual problems
† Improving quality and speed of patentability opinions
† Increasing value of application for applicant
† Smoothing national entry, including entry before EPO
Your speaker
Pete Pollard

European & Dutch Patent Attorney,
European Designs & Trademark Attorney,
Fireball Patents, Eindhoven (The Netherlands)

22 — 23 October 2019 in Amsterdam

Practical Course

Aims and objectives
This advanced seminar aims to enhance the
understanding of PCT formal requirements
by discussing them in relation to speciﬁc
goals. PCT can be used in many different
ways. By explaining why each option is chosen, participants gain an in-depth appreciation of their contribution to the goals of the
applicant, and the possible beneﬁts and
risks of each option.
Goals covered include reducing ﬁling errors
and defects, reducing administration during
the national phases, ﬁxing problems during
search, improving the quality and speed of
the patentability opinions, increasing the
value of the application for the applicant,
ﬁxing unusual problems, and smoothing
national entry.
Participants will have the opportunity to
raise questions on all aspects of the procedure as it applies during the international
phase and on entry into the national/regional phase.

Your speaker
Pete Pollard

European & Dutch Patent
Attorney, European Design &
Trademark Attorney, Fireball
Patents, Eindhoven
Originally from the UK, Pete has lived in the
Netherlands for 30 years. After 5 years inhouse at ASML, he moved to the private
practice DeltaPatents in 2007, dividing his
time between patent work, management
and training in European and PCT law. As
partner, he was responsible for the procedures and functioning of their formalities
group. He was one of the original tutors
when DeltaPatents started training patent
administrators, and passed the ﬁrst exam
himself in 2011 to become a Certiﬁed Formalities Ofﬁcer (NL). He was also one of the
ﬁrst tutors to teach administrators at the
EPO as part of their EPAC program. In 2017
he left DeltaPatents to start his own ﬁrm,
Fireball Patents, providing cost-effective patent services to SME's and startups.

Who should attend?
† Administrators
† Legal Assistants
† Formalities Managers
† Paralegals
with a basic understanding of PCT administration and formalities who wish to widen
and deepen their knowledge.

Event information
†

US Patent Formalities
Amsterdam, 16 - 17 October 2019
Course No. 1910145

Documentation
Delegates will receive a course material
folder containing comprehensive documentation provided by the speaker, which will be
a valuable source of reference for the future.

Your Beneﬁts
†
†

An in-depth understanding of PCT formalities, and how their actions contribute to the goals of the applicant.
The opportunity to discuss complex
issues with the expert.

Your Agenda

An in-depth
application
guide!

Day 1: 9 am - 5 pm
Review of the PCT system
†

Main formalities steps in the
PCT system

Reducing ﬁling errors and defects
†
†
†
†
†

Fatal errors to be avoided
Best practices during preparation
and ﬁling
Use of ePCT
Selecting the receiving ofﬁce
Avoiding shortfalls when paying

Reducing administration during
national phases
†
†
†
†
†

Using DAS for priority documents
Rule 4.17declarations
Correcting obvious errors
Changing data under R.92bis
Filing Article 19 amendments

Fixing problems during search
†
†
†

Responding to non-unity objections
Paying additional search fees
Dealing with a declaration of no search

Fixing unusual problems
†
†
†

Overview of available remedies
Restoration of priority
Incorporation of missing parts

Day 2: 9 am - 5 pm
Improving quality of
patentability opinions
†
†
†
†
†

Providing earlier search results to the
international searching authority
Use of PCT-direct
Requesting a supplementary
International search
Filing a demand
Filing third-party observations

Increasing value of application
for applicant
†
†
†
†
†

Speed and accuracy contributing
to a positive opinion
PCT and national actions to create
provisional protection
Accelerating, delaying or
preventing publication
Registering for licensing
Early entry, in particular before the EPO

Smoothing national and
regional entry
†
†
†

Best practices in general
Delaying national entry
Optimising entry before the EPO

Recent developments and
future plans
†
†
†
†

Online services and electronic ﬁling
Application contents and formats
Improving quality and speed
Simplifying applicant actions

Practical Course

Registration under
service@forum-institut.com or
Fax +49 6221 500-555
Registration Form
Yes, I will attend the Practical Course
□ PCT Formalities [Advanced]

†
†

□

†
Website:
www.forum-institut.com

Yes, I agree that FORUM Institut may inform me about
events and relevant expert content by:
□ email; and/or □ telephone.
I may withdraw my consent at any time.

Name
Position, department
Company
Street
Post code, city, country

FI8417/0/0/0/0/0

How to register

Tel. no.

Registration: +49 6221 500-500
Conference no.: 19 10 144

†
Date and venue
22 — 23 October 2019 in Amsterdam
Day 1: 9 am - 5 pm, Day 2: 9 am - 5 pm
Amsterdam Marriott Hotel
Stadhouderskade 12 · NL 1054 Amsterdam
Tel. +31 20 6075555 · Fax +31 20 60075511
†
Fee
€ 1490.00 (+ 21% VAT)
The fee includes course documentation (including
free download) as well as refreshments, lunch and a
certiﬁcate. You will receive an invoice as well as
conﬁrmation.

E-mail
Contact person at ofﬁce
Date, signature

Any Further Questions?
Please feel free to contact me if
you have any questions.
Sabine Schilling
Conference Manager
Tel. +49 6221 500-660
s.schilling@forum-institut.de

Cancellation Policy
Our general terms and conditions (as of
1 January 2016) apply and are available upon request.
We can send them to you at any time. Alternatively, you can
access them online at www.forum-institut.com/t&c
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